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With this in mind, this paper puts forward a proposal to increase the contributíon of energy to 
sustainable development and poverty reduction by introducing and puttíng ínto practice such concepts 
as communíty participation in strategy design, market awareness-building among communities. 
exchange of inforrnation and kncw-how, taking advantage of the carbon market (CDM), implementing 
funding measures towards a new developrnent model. and monítoring I accornpanyíng projects. 

Accordingly, we attribute special importance to the role that energy can play in seeking to achieve 
these goals, through implementation of domestíc programs to develop sustainable energy systems, 
along with enhancernents in governance and the promotion of energy trade among countries. 

However, according to estímates of the Economic Commission for Latin Arnerica and the Caribbean 
(2005), 40.6% of the Latin American population lives under conditions of poverty, while 16.8% are in 
extreme poverty. These percentages mean that 213 million persons in poverty and 88 million in 
extreme poverty, which is why the efforts being made by these countríes dernand the support not only 
of the intemational community and its governments, but strategies that will contríbute more effectively 
to reaching the desired outcomes. 

The countríes of Latín Ameríca and the Caribbean (LAC) are developing domestíc initíatives to 
prornote the achievement of the Millennium Development Goals (MDG), taking energy asan essential 
ingredient that has a direct effect in the living conditíons of ali populations, especially those situated in 
rural and urban-marginal areas. 
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In this regard, three groups of countries are seen: one showing over 50% of the populatíon living on 
less than two dollars per day, such as Nicaragua, Haití and El Salvador followed by Bolivia and 
Honduras wíth a s!lghtly lower percentage; A second group including Ecuador, Grenada, Guatemala, 
Mexico, Paraguay, Peru, Suriname, and Venezuela records 25 to 35% of the population; and a third 
group consists of Argentina, Barbados, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Guyana, Jamaica, 
Panama, Dominican Republic, Trinidad & Tobago, and Uruguay, with less than 20% of the population. 

Consídering the population living on less than two dolíars per day as an indicator for analyzing poverty 
levels in these countries, Figure 2 shows that progress made under this heading was not encouraging. 
Thus, although sorne countries made headway in sustainab!y lowering this percentage, others made 
small progress and sorne returned to the situation as it was in the 1970s. 

Source: SIEE/ECLAC 
Figure 1. Per capita income in Latin America and the Caribbean 
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As Figure 1 shows, over the past 30 years most countries have made progress in terms of increasing 
their per capita income. This group of countries includes Argentina, Barbados, Brazi!, Chile, Costa 
Rica, Cuba, Grenada, Mexico, Panama, Dominican Republic, and Uruguay, with Chile in the limelight. 
There is a second group of countries that have seen growth but at a lower rate, including Colombia, 
Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Paraguay, and Peru. A third group of countries has shown no 
significant growth for this indicator, such as Bolivia, Guyana, Haití, Honduras, and Jamaica. Finally, 
one can form a fourth group wíth a few countries that have recorded decreases in their levets of 
income, such as Nicaragua, Suriname and Venezuela, the latter having seen the most dramatic drop. 

According to estimates of the Economic Commission for Latín America and the Caribbean (2005), 
40.6% of the Latin American popu!ation lives under conditions of poverty, while 16.8% are in extreme 
poverty. These percentages mean 213 million persons in poverty and 88 million in extreme poverty. 

According to the United Nations' 2007 assessment of progress made under the Millennium 
Development Goals (MDGs) in Latín America and the Caribbean, the region needs to accelerate its 
extreme poverty alleviation, or it may not meet the goals set for 2015. lt should also lower its 
unemployment rates, enhance its health care for the public, and increase its environmental 
sustainabi!ity. 

1. Latin America, the Caribbean and the Millennium Development Goals 
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As seen in Figure 3, progress in íncreasing energy access in the region has been considerable, 
particularly after the structural reforms (during the 90s and over the past five years), when most 
countríes put specific provisions in their power sector laws to supply econornlc resources far 
expandíng power utílity coverages. Only 3 countries in the regíon (Haití, Nicaragua and Suriname) are 
the ones remaíning below the mean coverage (60%) for the world's developing countries. 

Most of the countries in the regían have ongoíng projects aimed to expand their power utilities and to 
provide modern energy sources far project ímp!ementatíon. Nevertheless, the efforts being made by 
Latin American and Caribbean countries require support from international cooperation agencies. 
being ínitiatives that demand a broad economic base that goes beyond the funds avaílable to local 
governments, which are solely responsíble for supplyíng energy to their populations. 

With this diagnostic, these countríes have been deve!oping domestic initlatives to promote the 
achievement of these goals, taking energy as an essential ingredíent that has a direct effect on 
enhancing the people's living conditions, especially populatíons in rural and urban-marginal areas. 

Source: World Bank social statistics 
Figure 2. Poverty in the region 
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Finally, firewood is primary energy source that is widely used in the region's rural areas, where 
farmers depend on this resource for cooking and craft production, with a 5.8% share of the regional 
consurnptlon. This situation is heightened in Central Ame rica, where firewood has a 35_ 9% share of ali 
energy consumption. Sorne countries in the region are even having supply problems due to 
deterioration of forest masses, as is the case in Haiti, El Salvador, Dominican Republic, and 
Nicaragua. Nevertheless, we should point out that the use of firewood for cookíng is not the factor 
responsible for deforestation in these countries. 

Figure 4. Urban I rural eiectric power coverage 
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However, the outlook is less optimistic for the rural areas of the region, which is where the greatest 
poverty is usually concentrated. The countries with the largest urban I rural differentials are Bolivia 
(50%), Brazil (25%), Colombia (30%), El Salvador (30%), Panama (40%), Peru (50%), and Dominican 
Re ublic 18% see fi ure 4 . 

Figure 3. Evolution of domestic electric power coverage 
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In the Caribbean, the supply forecast is an average of 5 to 15 years for oil and over 20 years for gas, 
excluding Trinidad & Tobago. In Mexicos case, the ratio is over 50 years for oíl and 20 years far 
natura! gas. 

In the case of the Andean Region countries, the ratio is 10 to 30 years for oil, except in Venezuela, 
and over 50 years for both natural gas and coa!. 

lt ls important to point out that in the Southern Cone countrles, reserve I production ratios average 
around 1 O to 20 years for oíl, 20 to 40 years for natural gas, and over 50 years for coa l. 

Latin Ameríca and the Caribbean (LAC) have abundant energy resources that are used for domestíc 
supply and for export. However, distribution is not uniform among countries and sub-regíons. Energy 
resources per sub-region are summarized in Figure 5. 

3. lntegration as a tool for expanding energy services 

Therefore, it ís necessary to balance prívate sector and State functíons, having energy planning as a 
State tool far defíníng energy policies to guarantee the country's energy supply. 

Presently, most countries of the region have opted far setting up a freely competitive energy market, 
but a dearth of investments is leaving severa! countries with supply deficits. thus putting their energy 
security at risk. 

On the other hand, the new structure reduced the State's presence to the point of leaving it without the 
tools required to fu!fil its responsibility for domestic energy supply, under the notion that the market 
would reso!ve all contingencies. 

Under this arrangement, the prívate sector demands an envíronment of lower ínvestment rísks through 
a clear regulatory framework with stable legal securíty. In sorne cases this has not been achieved, the 
result being a límit on the new investments needed. 

During the níneties, all countries of Latín America and the Caribbean introduced structural reforms in 
their energy sectors, opening them up to prívate investments. In most countries of the region, the 
State retaíned polícymakíng and regulatory functions, while the private sector became responsible for 
investments and operatíons ín the industry. 

2. Energy Sector Governance in the Region 

ln countries wíth the highest firewood use far energy, the role women play in collection and use is 
fundamental, making them the most heavily affected in terms of the time spent and health prob!ems 
inherent in cookíng. Thís reality highlíghts the need to enhance the efficiency of using this energy 
source and expandíng the penetration of modern energy products in rural sectors of the region. 
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On the other hand, it is interesting to see the changes in the energy mix over the past 1 O years in 
countries like Chile, whích went from depending on hydropower and coal to natura! gas. Also in the 
case of Costa Rica, El Salvador and Nicaragua, a percentage of geothermal energy was replaced by 
hydropower. In the case of Cuba, domestic oil production grew. Finally, cases that are of interest to 
comment on are: a) México, which has a diverse energy matrix in terms of sources far generation, with 
an average share of 30% far each source; b) Costa Rica, which uses a high percentage of renewables 
for generation (about 90%); ande) Brazil, where renewab!es account far 45% of the energy matrix and 
89% of ali power generation. 

With regard to dependency on other sources for generation, countries such as Costa Rica, El 
Salvador and Nicaragua depend on geothermal energy by over 40%. 

As for coal use, Guatemala and the Dominican Republic are over 40% dependent on this energy 
source. 

In the case of energy sources far generation, the most sensitive sector in terms of supply, most of the 
region's countries have a high concentration of hydropower sources for generation. Fifteen of all the 
countries are over 40% dependent on this source of energy. This group includes Bolivia, Brazil, 
Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Haiti. Honduras, Jamaica, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, and 
Venezuela. In a second group are those whose concentration (over 40%) is in natural gas. This group 
inc!udes Argentina, Barbados, Chile, and Trinidad & Tobago. 

Source: SIEE / OLADE 
Figure 5. Energy Resources 
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• lnsufficient financia! resources: Most communities yet to be energized are located in hard-to- 
reach or dispersed areas, so electric servíces come mostly from renewable systems at high 
costs for the purchasing power of those communities. 

Despite efforts to broaden power utility coverage regionally, a few factors remain that lirnit further 
deve!opment, partícularly the following: 

Rural electrification utilizes various procedures to finance new works, including: Making it mandatory 
as a part of distribution licenses, subsidy far investments, subsidies on tariffs, crossed subsidies, 
subsidies on renewable energy sources, and donating renewable energy equipment, among others. 
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Since extending existing networks to disperse rural areas either is not possible or requires enormous 
investments, sorne opt for setting up isolated systems, usuaJly around diesel generators or using 
renewable resources such as hydropower, biomass, wind, or solar energy. In this regard, most 
countries of LAC have implemented rural electrification projects using renewable energy sources, with 
subsidies for equipment or through donations. 

The strategies for rural energy plans are usually designed by the national entities m charge of the 
sector. Most do not take into account the needs or realities of potential users (traditional "up-down" 
planning). In remole areas, inhabited by populations with scarce economic resources, the need for 
power utilities are not a priority as they have prob!ems obtaining basic services and developing 
productive resources, dueto a lack of funding. 

On the other hand, part of the royalties and taxes on oil and natural gas production that are received 
by certain oil & gas-producing countries has served to attend to the most urgent needs of the less 
favoured sectors of the population, enabling energy to contribute toan even broader social milieu than 
through its direct effects, thus helping to achieve the Millennium Development Goals. 

Far the poorest communities of LAC, access to quality modern energy means multiple opportunities to 
overcome poverty, such as freeing women, both aduíts and youth, from the weight of gathering 
biomass and carrying water to their homes. In addition, improved stoves with chimneys prevent 
polluting the indoors of their dwellings, thus reducing disease for ali inhabitants. The region has 
several initiatives with this orientation, also including lighting with modern energy to facHitate studying 
at night, increasing production activities, and improving communications. In this regard, aside from 
covering basic needs, the possibility of increasing productive applications has meant enhanced living 
condítions by using machinery for farm work and for processing produce, bringing better prices on the 
market. 

4. Poverty Reduction through Access to Energy 

The benefits are olear, but more politícal understanding is needed to hasten and deepen the process, 
as well as the essential private capital contributions. 

Although Latin American energy integration has seen much progress, there are still many 
opportunities to take, both in the power sector and the natural gas industry. With regard to electric 
integratíon, the region has used only about 21 % of its hydroelectric potential, and for renewable 
energy sources, the utilized potential is barely 4.2 %. To integrate electrically, Latin Ameríca needs to 
implement at least 17 projects, requiring an investment of around 1,250 mí!!ion dollars to save 1,000 
million dollars per year, wh ích in 15 years wou Id mean 15 billion dollars. As far gas integration, a high 
integration scenario would mean a savings of 90 billion by year 2018. 

One of these mechanisms is to promete the trade of energy surpluses that sorne countries of each 
sub-region have. The region already has experience in this through the use of bi-national 
hydroe!ectric plants, the gas pipelines in MERCOSUR. and the electric interconnections in Central 
America and the Andean Community. 

Despite the fact that the region has major fossil fuel producers. price variatlons for these energy 
sources have severe repercussions on most countries' economies. lt is necessary to adopt 
mechanisms to alleviate that pressure and attend to the growing domestic demand. 
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This system requires that governments have the política! will and that communities take ownership 
of the projects and accept to face a new challenge usíng energy as their main tool. However, it 
requires sustained support of the sector involved in these projects, in arder to change the welfare 
approach to participatory community management based on assuming responsibilíty for the 

A second modallty, to be defined by the people, consists of paying a "tariff" to cover operation and 
maintenance costs, plus a percentage for project overhead. In this case, the Community 
Enterprise will only use the seed capital to execute the projects that are agreed upan, and it will 
end fol!owing project implementation. 

Under this arrangement, the systems or project components wil! not be delivered free of charge to 
each beneficiary, but each one should commit to paying a periodic quota to be set in accordance 
with their ability to pay, taking into account the new income deriving from the projects to be 
executed, as payment for the service. These payments should be allocated to replace invested 
capital, pay operation and maintenance costs, and a percentage to cover overhead. 

Under this modality, the purpose of the Community Enterprise would be to recover the capital in 
order to expand their projects or develop new initiatives in the future. 

This capital would be delivered to a legal entity formed by the populatíon, which we will call the 
Community or Rural Enterprise, to administer and finance the selected projects to generate 
income far the population. This Community Enterprise should have a business visión to manage 
the projects and the capital, and receive sufficient technical training to assume responsibi!ity for 
technical operation and equipment maintenance. 

Thus, a business environment should be created in communities without economic resources, 
using State and international cooperation resources as "seed capital" which should help 
communities meet the priority needs they thernselves establish through the participatory 
mechanisms used through applyíng the concept of participation. 

The people should value the services they receive, due both to their own contributions and the 
new production opportunities offered by modern energy, which enables them to generate income 
and pay glad!y for the service. 

b) Marketªvvareiness-t)uilding: 

Rural populations should actively participate in designing their energy supply programs, so that 
their situation will be the basis for decision making. Projects to be developed should be chosen by 
the population taking their priorities into account, not coming in with projects and techno!ogies that 
are alien to their interests, but placing energy at the service of production projects that contribute 
to development and support the establishment of baste service infrastructure. 

a) Communitv participation in strategy design: 

This new modelas proposed should be structured around the following components: 

In the light of this situation, it is deemed appropriate for the expansion of people's access to modern 
energy systems to contemplate an integrated development model that seeks to enhance their overall 
living conditions. 

e Lack of awareness among authorities and the Qeople: There is a lack of knowledge about the 
advantages of renewable energy with regard to environmental protection and non- 
dependence on conventional fuels, which are hard to transport and costly. 

o Lack of local technical support There has been no promotion of training for technical 
personnel, nor availability of spare parts far technologies used. 

o Dependency on a welfare approach: There is a general awareness among poor cornmunities, 
particularly in remote areas, that the State is obliged to supply electricity free of charge. 

e lmposition of decisions: In general, rural electrification projects are designed around a specifíc 
technology without consulting the population. 

o Limited women's participation: In remate areas, women are responsible for household 
activities and supplying energy and water .. making ít essential to involve them in supply 
decisions. 



Latín America and the Caribbean have been participating actively in this market, and by Apríl 
2007, 246 renewable energy projects had been approved. This is almost half of all project 
approved world-wide and avoids emission of 238.6 million tons of de C02, thus protecting the 
global environment (Figure 6). 

This process facllitates trade in emissions avoided through the use of reduced-emissions power 
generation, renewab!e energy and energy efficiency. 

The Kyoto Protocol established a devíce to promote green-house gas reductions called the Clean 
Development Mechanism (CDM), which is bínding for industrial countries and makes it possibJe to 
implement clean energy projects in developing countries. 

e) Takíng advantage of the carbon market: 
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The second model (integrated project management), applicable in poor sectors with limited 
economíc capacity, helps develop community income-generation projects wíth a percentage 
allocated to paying for the service. Under this arrangement, the "seed capital" contributíon is vital 
as the driver to implement both production projects and basic infrastructu re projects (health, 
education, water supply, communications). The Community or Rural Enterprise has its initial 
capital guaranteed and depends on its management to maintain it and make it grow through 
repayment by the community (of both capital and operating costs) using its new income. 

There are various modalities for comrnunity enterprise administration, primarily financia! 
management and integrated project managernent The ñrst rnodel (fínancial management) 
contemplates setting up "revo!ving funds" and mlcro-financing bank arrangements, and is only 
applied in rural sectors with a certain level of purchasing power. 

For example, OLADE has been working with support from the Canadian Cooperation on a 
regional project, with precisely this focus, being lmplemented in Bolivia, Guatemala, Guyana, and 
Paraguay, where peor. remate communities are helped to enhance their living conditions through 
energy su pply for production actívities (generating in come for the community) and basic 
infrastructure (education. telecommunications and health). The program is attendíng to sorne 250 
families in 4 communities and has projects focused on power generation, photovo!taic systems for 
training centres, household productíon and lighting, improved wood stoves, and support to 
process farrn produce. 

Various experiences developed in the region have shown that appropriate cooperation consists of 
setting up funding mechanisms that use an entity made up of communíty representatives that is in 
charge of admlnistrative seed capital management to finance energy systems. 

Most of the programs and projects that are ongoing in the region require specific funds to finance 
them. 

d) Financing requíred for the new development model: 

The ability to hold a discussion in which the primary actor is a community member, as a goal of 
reaching a level understanding, is key to this procese. The technical team limits its role to 
facilitating knowledge, moderating discusslons, guiding the tapies, but not being a part of the 
discussions nor taking positions or suggesting alternatives. lts role is to induce the decision- 
making process. 

Another important activíty is to achieve a level understanding among communities and project 
developers through an exchange of knowledge and culture aimed to handle the basic concepts of 
rural development, energy supply systems, natural resources used to generate energy, women's 
partícípation in community decision-making, and the rights and obligations of project beneficiaries. 
Participatory workshops, group decision-makíng approaches. awareness of idiosyncrasies - both 
community and individual-. are among the factors that will help maintain active community 
cooperation. 

e) lnformation exchange: 

community enterpríse and conceiving projects as business unlts in which the population manages 
its own company. 
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The use of these concepts not only makes it possible to overcome the hurdles described above, 
but also contributes to program sustainab111ty in remate communities, which has not been 
achieved ín severa! trials carried out in the region. 

In arder to ensure that communities take adequate ownership of the project, its technical operation 
and maintenance, it is necessary to supply sufficient technical support untíl community enterprises 
are able to handle this themselves. 

f) Follow-up and accompaniment: 

AJthough much progress has been made in the use of this mechanism, there is a great potentíal 
for the region's energy sector to benefit from this market and grow íts energy supplies from 
renewable sources. 

Source: CD4CDM, April 2007 
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Figure 6. CDM projects far renewable energy 
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As stated above, in arder to achieve greater poverty-reduction impacts through energy, we propase 
introducing and putting into practice such concepts as community participation in designing rural 
electrification strategies, market awareness-building among communities, exchange of informatíon 
and know-how, taking advantage of the carbon market (CDM), imp!ementing funding measures for the 
new development model, and carrying out project follow-up and accompaniment. 

Developing sustainable energy systems includes several aspects in order to achieve social, economic 
and environmental ímpacts, all at the same time. 
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Most of the countries in the region have ongoing projects aimed to expand their power services and to 
provide modern energy sources far project ímplementation. Nevertheless, the efforts being made by 
Latín American and Caribbean countries require support from international cooperation agencies, 
being initiatives that demand a broad economic base that goes beyond the funds available to local 
governments, which are solely responsible for supplying energy to their populations and developing 
sustainable energy systems to foster a sígnificant energy contrlbution to poverty reduction. 

With this diagnostic, these countries have been developing domestic initiatives to promote the 
achievement of these goals, taking energy as an essential ingredient that has a direct effect on 
enhancing the people's living conditions, especially populations in rural and urban-marginal areas. 

Likewíse. according to the United Nations' 2007 assessment of progress made under the Millennium 
Development Goals (MDGs) in Latin America and the Caribbean, the region needs to accelerate its 
extreme poverty alleviation, or lt may not meet the goals set for 2015. 

According to estimates of the Economíc Commission far Latin America and the Caribbean (2005), 
40.6% of the Latin American population lives under conditions of poverty, while 16.8% are in extreme 
poverty. These percentages mean 213 million persons in poverty and 88 million in extreme poverty. 

5. Conclusions 


